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Taking Action
Hunger. Homelessness.
Social isolation. These
are unignorable issues
within our community.
And they aren’t
somebody else’s
problem.
They belong to us.

Two years ago, Patricia (left) and
Mariano (top right) left Mexico with
their two year old son, Santiago,
and arrived in Canada for a fresh
start. With United Way supported
programs, the family made
connections in their community, and
Santiago was able to learn English.
Thanks to United Way supporters,
this family received the foundation
they needed to build a beautiful life
in Canada.

Our only choice as a
community is to stand
up and confront these
issues head-on.
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Thinking big

When we work together to fight
unignorable issues, the results are
unignorable, too; supports that are
accessible for everyone, when they
need them. Stronger, better-connected
communities. Pathways out of poverty.
What does local love look like? A
transformed community, and thousands
of transformed lives, including your own.
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$5/PAY*

Connects an
isolated senior with
a social inclusion
and fitness program

$14/PAY*

Provides 12 families
opportunities
in social and
educational
programming

POWERING CHANGE
How can we fight back?
By unleashing our local love, one
generous act at a time. Your gift is
what powers United Way’s crucial work,
allowing us to target funds and mobilize
on-the-ground efforts to tackle persistent
social issues at the root.

A life-changing moment:
Once a recipient of United Way support,
Ken (right) now donates to help people
like AJ, who struggled with mental illness
and homelessness. Thanks to donors like
Ken, AJ has a new sense of belonging,
volunteering as a peer-support worker for
local youth. It’s proof of how one generous
act of #LocalLove can lead to another.

That’s how we change lives, today and for
years to come.
Statistics above represent Halton & Hamilton combined

$48/PAY*

Leadership Donor
Provides food
for 3,000 people
experiencing food
insecurity
*Based on 26 pay periods

#LocalLove
@UnitedWayHH
uwhh.ca
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